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Origin of Cosmic Rays ?

extreme

regularity

over 13

decades in

energy

spanning

32 decades

in flux
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Because of their amazing spectrum

• Non-thermal spectrum, with 
few breaks

• Usual suspect in the 
Galaxy : supernova remnants 
(taking 10% of the kinetic 

energy converted into 
accelerated particles through 

diffusive shock)
• Difficulty to accelerate 

above 10  eV in SNRs
• Usual suspects above 10  
eV : extragalactic objects 
such as Active Galactic 

Nuclei or Gamma Ray Bursts
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Scientific Motivation for LHAASO : track back to the origin of CRs with
- High Energy Gamma Rays

- Cosmic Ray Studies
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Sky Maps of Cosmic Rays

anisotropy vs energy

Tibet AS! Amenomori et al., ApJ. 626, L29, 2005
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• At low energies, significant 
dipoles and higher order 

multipoles have been observed

• At higher energies, the 
statistics is more limited : 
upper limits have been set

• At the highest energies, some 
correlations with nearby 

extragalactic matter have been found 
but have not allowed yet the 

identification of sources

The Astrophysical Journal Supplement Series, 203:34 (20pp), 2012 December The Pierre Auger Collaboration
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Figure 7. Significance sky maps in four independent energy bins. The maps are smoothed using an angular window with radius ! = 1 rad to exhibit any dipolar-like
structures. The directions of the reconstructed dipoles are shown with the associated uncertainties. The Galactic plane and Galactic center are also depicted as the
dotted line and the star.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

a dashed line in the right panel of Figure 6, restricted to the
energy range considered here. Though the phase between 4 and
8 EeV is poorly determined due to the corresponding direction
in declination pointing close to the equatorial South Pole, it is
noteworthy that a consistent smooth behavior is observed using
the analysis presented here and applied to a data set containing
two additional years of data. It is also interesting to see in the
left panel that all reconstructed declinations are in the equatorial
Southern Hemisphere.

For completeness, significance sky maps are displayed in
Figure 7 in equatorial coordinates and using a Mollweide
projection, for the four energy ranges. The Galactic plane and
Galactic center are also depicted as the dotted line and the star.
Significances are calculated using the Li and Ma estimator (Li
& Ma 1983). This widely used estimator of significance, S,
properly accounts for the fluctuations of the background and
of an eventual signal in any angular region searched.107 If no
signal is present, the variable S is nearly normally distributed
even for small count numbers, so that positive values of S can be
interpreted as the number of standard deviations of any excess
in the sky. Also, for negative values of S, !S can be interpreted
as the number of standard deviations of any deficit in the sky.
The maps show the overdensities obtained in circular windows
of radius ! = 1 radian, to better exhibit possible dipolar-like
structures. The directions of the reconstructed dipoles are also
shown, with their associated uncertainties (thick circles).
107 The parameter !LM in the expression of the Li & Ma significance,
expressing the expected ratio of the count numbers between the angular region
searched (the on-region) and any background region if there is no signal in the
on-region, is here taken as the ratio between the expected number of events in
the on-region and the total number of events in the energy range considered.

Finally, since some consistency is observed both in declina-
tion and right ascension as a function of energy, the use of larger
energy intervals and/or energy thresholds may help to pick up
a significant signal above the background level. The amplitudes
of the dipole are shown in Figure 8 for two energy intervals
(1 < E/[EeV] < 4 and E > 4 EeV) and as a function of en-
ergy thresholds. This does not provide any further evidence for
significant anisotropies.

5.3. Searches for Quadrupolar Patterns

Any excesses along a plane would show up as a prominent
quadrupole moment. Such excesses are plausible for instance at
EeV energies in the case of an emission of light EeV cosmic
rays from sources preferentially located in the Galactic disk,
or at higher energies from sources preferentially located in the
super-Galactic plane. Consequently, a measurable quadrupole
may be regarded as an interesting outcome of an anisotropy
search at ultrahigh energies.

Assuming now that the angular distribution of cosmic rays is
modulated by a dipole and a quadrupole, the intensity "(n) can
be parameterized in any direction n as

"(n) = "0

4"

!
1 + rd · n +

1
2

"

i,j

Qijninj

#
, (25)

where Q is a traceless and symmetric second order tensor. Its five
independent components are determined in a straightforward
way from the # = 2 spherical harmonic coefficients a2m.
Denoting by $+, $0, $! the three eigenvalues of Q/2 ($+ being
the highest one and $! the lowest one) and q+, q0, q! the

12
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High-Energy Gamma Rays

! "!

to compensate for the sparse sampling of electromagnetic showers. The instruments based 

on satellites, such as FERMI, can also perform continuous observations, but their sensitivity 

is limited by the physical size of the instrument. All these detectors are complementary for a 
detailed study of the gamma ray sky and have recently revealed a large amount of new 

sources. 

 
At ~GeV energies, the Fermi Gamma-ray Space Telescope has increased the number of 

galactic and extragalactic objects by nearly an order of magnitude in the first years of 

operation. New classes of sources that were previously theorized to be gamma-ray emitters 

have now been confirmed observationally. The Fermi gamma-ray telescope has also 
revealed the most massive gamma-ray burst ever detected.  

At ~TeV energies, only a handful of sources were known a decade ago, but the current 

generation of ground-based IACT (H.E.S.S., MAGIC, and VERITAS) has increased this 
number to more than hundred. All of them are traced back into acceleration sites such as: 

Supernovae, Pulsars and Pulsar nebulae, Binary stars, Giant molecular clouds, Active 

Galactic Nuclei, Starburst galaxies, Clusters of galaxies. The project CTA [9] will be the more 
achieved and powerful IACT detector end will allow enlarging the number of observable 

sources.  

With a large field of view and duty cycle, ARGO, TIBET-AS! and MILAGRO air shower 

detectors have demonstrated the promise of the direct particle detection technique for TeV 
gamma rays. These arrays have shown their capability to monitor the variable TeV Universe 

and discover new sources of TeV gamma rays. HAWC [10], using Cherenkov water tanks 

and and currently being deployed at 4100m on the flanks of the Sierra Negra volcano near 
Puebla, Mexico, is the second generation array for gamma ray detection and combines a 

large duty cycle and field of view to a low energy threshold compared to MILAGRO.  The 

current high-energy gamma sky map is shown in Fig. 1. For review, see  [11]. 

 

 
 

Figure 1: Very high-energy gamma ray sky map (November 2011). 

 

 

？

• At TeV energies, ~120 
sources discovered
• Crucial to get more 
sources (spectral index, 
cut-off above 100 
TeV ?, ...)

• Counterpart of 
accelerated electrons 
(inverse Compton 
scattering, 
Bremsstrahlung)

• Is there a counterpart 
of accelerated hadrons ? 
Few evidences with 
current data 
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Probing GCRs Acceleration with 
High-Energy Gamma Rays ? 

Difficult to produce HE gamma rays 
with electrons above 100 TeV : 

smoking guns for CRs acceleration 
could be found there.

Crab 
Nebula

The Universe is opaque to gamma 
rays at high energy...

(interactions with Extragalactic 
Background Light)
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Transient Sources and XGal CRs

• What fraction of GRBs emit GeV or TeV gamma 
rays ? How much energy is available in these 
objects to accelerate CRs ?

• Observations at the highest photon energies 
are necessary to understand the acceleration 
processes and energy budgets in GRBs

• Since GRBs are located at cosmological 
distances, the highest energies of gamma rays are 
likely to be in the 50 to 300 GeV range, 
depending on the redshift

Need for an observatory with a wide f.o.v. and high duty cycle 
to observe transient sources at >100 GeV
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XGal variables - AGN Flares

• continuously monitor flares
• notify multi-wavelengths observers
• discover orphan TeV flares
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Science Goals of a 
Wide-Field Instrument

- Galactic Cosmic Ray Origins

 - Highest Energies in Gamma Rays

 - Galactic Diffuse Emission

- Particle Acceleration in Jets

- Gamma Ray Bursts at Highest Energies
- AGN Flaring
- Multi-wavelengths and multi-messenger campaigns

- Complete Survey

8



LHAASO Objectives

- All sky survey γ-ray astronomy in the ~100 GeV-~1 PeV range

 - high sensitivity and energy resolution → sources and 
energy spectrum

 - full duty cycle,  wide FOV and sensitivity → transient  

 - as good as possible γ-hadron discrimination power, 

 - high angular resolution

- Cosmic ray detection between 10 TeV and 100 PeV

- Bridge between space/balloon borne measurements 
 and ground based UHECR measurements
- Unprecedented statistics for anisotropy studies in the 
knee region

9



Survey of the Gamma Sky

 
LHAASO : Detection at ground of gamma-ray showers optimizing the 

rejection power with large collection surface and multi-
parameter measures

2 possible techniques

Ex: HESS, MAGIC, VERITAS then CTA

- High sensitivity (γ–hadron separation)
- Good spatial resolution

BUT
- Low duty cycle
- Limited field of view

Detection at ground of 
gamma-ray showers

Cerenkov imaging 
of gamma-ray showers (IACT)

Ex: ARGO, MILAGRO, Tibet-ASγ, HAWC 

- 100% duty cycle
- Large field of View
   BUT
Lower rejection power

10



LHAASO - General Design
WCDA  90000 m2 water Cerenkov  
detector for γ>100GeV            

4 ponds of Water Cerenkov + μ 
detectors under water 
Cerenkov detectors

KM2A  1km2 complex array 
covering 40000 m2 for γ >30TeV 
and CRs
Array of 5000 scintillation 
detectors 

Array of 1200 μdetectors 
buried water Cerenkov 
detectors

WFCTA -  Array of 24 WFV 
Cerenkov-telescopes for CRs

4300 m a.s.l.
Yunnan province (China)

LARGE HIGH ALTITUDE AIR SHOWER OBSERVATORY!
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Water Cerenkov Detectors

MILAGRO-like pools

~4 times HAWC in 
surface

12



LHAASO - KM2A
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Sensitivity to Gamma-Ray Sources

Sensitivity of the KM2A to gamma ray sources

Abstract

1. General considerations on the KM2A for gamma ray detection

The ground-based detection of very high energy photons and cosmic rays is indirect.

For an extensive air shower array, the nature, direction and energy of the primary par-

ticles have to be inferred from the detection of the secondary particles of the showers

initiated by those primary particles in the upper atmosphere. The unambiguous iden-

tification of the nature of the primary particles turns out to be a difficult task, even for

distinguishing between photons and cosmic rays. However, since a flux of photons from

a discrete source would cause an excess of events around the direction to the source

within the angular resolution of the extensive air shower array, the search for such ex-

cesses is a powerful tool to reveal the presence of very high energy photons over an

overwhelming background of cosmic rays, background which is highly uniform at the

angular resolution scale.

For this reason, the sensitivity of any ground-based experiment is generally exam-

ined in terms of the flux required in some direction of the sky to reach a 5 ! significance

in one year for the observed excess. The Crab Nebula is considered in gamma-ray as-

tronomy as a standard candle, so that the sensitivity exemplified in the following refers

to this particular gamma-ray source whose flux has been well measured as [? ] :

!
crab
" (E ) = 2.86 10!11 E!2.67 cm!2s!1TeV!1 (1)

Using Poisson statistics to calculate the significance of an excess of events observed in

the direction of the Crab Nebula, and considering the excess is due exclusively to gamma

rays, the significance S is estimated in subtracting the number of expected background

events from cosmic rays NCR to the total number of events observed in the targeted

window N"+NCR, and in normalising this factor by
"

NCR. In the absence of any dis-

crimination between photon and cosmic ray-induced showers, this would lead to the

simple expression S = N"/
"

NCR. However, this factor S can be significantly enhanced

for the same observation time by taking profit of the KM2A design aimed at providing

well suited observables to obtain a good discrimination power between photon and cos-

mic ray-induced showers. Denoting by #" the efficiency for identifying photon-induced

showers and #CR the efficiency for identifying cosmic ray-induced showers, sub-samples

possibly enriched in gamma rays can be obtained from the initial data set with a total

number of events in the target window #"N" + (1! #CR)NCR, the second term coming

from the fraction of cosmic rays falsely identified as photons. This leads to the following

expression for the significance :

S(> E )=
N"(> E )

"
NCR(> E )

Q, (2)

Preprint submitted to Elsevier December 17, 2012

Excess of gamma-ray showers in a target window :

Detection of gamma rays in an overwhelming background of CRs...

where the conventional notation Q stands for !"/
!

1"!CR.

For an extensive air shower array with an effective surface of detection for photons

A
"
eff

(E ,#) at energy E and zenith angle #, the number of photons detected in an angular

target $! around the direction to the Crab source during a one year observation time

reads :

N"(> E )= n1y

!

"T
d t

!

"E
dE A

"
eff

(E ,#(t )) cos#(t ) #crab
" (E ) %($!), (3)

where the time integration is carried out in local sidereal time (expressed in seconds),

n1y is the number of sidereal days in a year, and %($!) stands for the fraction of showers

contained in the angular window $!. To optimise the ratio N"/
!

NCR, the size of this

angular window is chosen to match the angular resolution. Within a sidereal day, the

path followed by any source in the sky with equatorial coordinates {&,$} as observed

from an Earth latitude'makes the corresponding local angles varying with local sidereal

time t in the following way :

#(t ) = arccos[sin'sin$+cos'cos$cos(&"2(t/T )], (4)

with T = 86164 s the number of second per sidereal day.

Meanwhile, the number of background events observed in the same target window

$! coming from cosmic rays reads as :

NCR(> E )= n1y

!

"T
d t

!

"E
dE ACR

eff (E ,#(t )) cos#(t ) ICR(E ) $!, (5)

with ACR
eff

(E ,#) the effective surface of detection for cosmic rays and ICR(E ) the total in-

tensity of cosmic rays which has been well measured between 1 TeV and 1 PeV as :

ICR(E )= 1.43 10"5 E"2.7 cm"2s"1sr"1TeV"1. (6)

For a source position culminating in the field of view of the extensive air shower

array, a high duty cycle is reached in a natural way. The other factors which appear to

increase the sensitivity to gamma ray sources are :

• the angular resolution : for a better angular resolution and thus a smaller size of

the angular window $!, the number of background events, which is a linear func-

tion of $!, is reduced accordingly;

• the largest possible effective surface of detection A
"
eff

(E ,#);

• and last but not least, the gamma/hadron discrimination power to get the highest

possible Q"factor (which depends on the energy).

These three quantities are described in details in the following in the case of the KM2A.

2
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2

hadrons/gamma 
discrimination power
(Nmu vs Ne) :

Requirements : large acceptance 
and good angular resolution

32ND INTERNATIONAL COSMIC RAY CONFERENCE, BEIJING 2011

Figure 3: Angular resolution of ED vs Ntrig for different
size of unit ED detector.

Figure 4: Trigger efficiency for different size of unit ED
detector.

Figure 5: Sensitivity of the KM2A array for different size
of unit ED detector.

The second specification is size of ED detectors which
is changed into 0.3m ! 0.3m, 0.54m ! 0.54m, 0.7m !

Figure 6: Sensitivity of the KM2A array for different ar-
rangement of MD detectors

0.7m, 1.2m ! 1.2m, and sensitive area of ED are
500m2, 1500m2, 2500m2, 7200m2 respectively. it indi-
cates that size is larger, angular resolution is better(Figure
3), and trigger efficiency is higher (Figure 4) especially at
lower energy range. Final sensitivity of the array (Figure
5) indicates that size of detector unit is larger, sensitivity is
better, and sensitivity is closed among the standard config-
uration and 1.2m! 1.2m.

3.2 Optimization of MD

For MD, the most important specification is size of unit de-
tectors and amount of detectors which decides how many
muons can be obtained. There are four configurations con-
sidered, changed from ”the standard configuration”:

• Distance between detectors increases to 40m, and
sensitive area of MD decreases to 26000m2;

• Distance between detectors increases to 45m, and
sensitive area of MD decreases to 20000m2;

• Size of MD is reduced to 5m ! 5m, , and sensitive
area of MD decreases to 28000m2;

• Size of MD is enlarged to 12m! 12m, and Distance
between detectors increases to 60m, therefore sensi-
tive area of MD is not changed;

Final sensitivity of the array (Figure 6) indicates that sen-
sitivity is not only decided by sensitive area of the array,
which is that sensitive area is larger, sensitivity is better,
but also decided by arrangement of detectors, i.e., sepa-
rated (the standard one) is better than concentrated (case
4).
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Angular Resolution
Shower front = bulk of particles grouped in a thick nearly spherical pancake
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Figure 3: Angular resolution of ED vs Ntrig for different
size of unit ED detector.

Figure 4: Trigger efficiency for different size of unit ED
detector.

Figure 5: Sensitivity of the KM2A array for different size
of unit ED detector.

The second specification is size of ED detectors which
is changed into 0.3m ! 0.3m, 0.54m ! 0.54m, 0.7m !

Figure 6: Sensitivity of the KM2A array for different ar-
rangement of MD detectors

0.7m, 1.2m ! 1.2m, and sensitive area of ED are
500m2, 1500m2, 2500m2, 7200m2 respectively. it indi-
cates that size is larger, angular resolution is better(Figure
3), and trigger efficiency is higher (Figure 4) especially at
lower energy range. Final sensitivity of the array (Figure
5) indicates that size of detector unit is larger, sensitivity is
better, and sensitivity is closed among the standard config-
uration and 1.2m! 1.2m.

3.2 Optimization of MD

For MD, the most important specification is size of unit de-
tectors and amount of detectors which decides how many
muons can be obtained. There are four configurations con-
sidered, changed from ”the standard configuration”:

• Distance between detectors increases to 40m, and
sensitive area of MD decreases to 26000m2;

• Distance between detectors increases to 45m, and
sensitive area of MD decreases to 20000m2;

• Size of MD is reduced to 5m ! 5m, , and sensitive
area of MD decreases to 28000m2;

• Size of MD is enlarged to 12m! 12m, and Distance
between detectors increases to 60m, therefore sensi-
tive area of MD is not changed;

Final sensitivity of the array (Figure 6) indicates that sen-
sitivity is not only decided by sensitive area of the array,
which is that sensitive area is larger, sensitivity is better,
but also decided by arrangement of detectors, i.e., sepa-
rated (the standard one) is better than concentrated (case
4).

The thickness of this spherical cap depends on the distance to the shower axis

Shower Front

True Shower
Direction

Wrong Fitted
Shower Direction

Argo Carpet

A

Argo Carpet
B

Figure 1: Core inside or outside the
carpet can make the di!erence. The
true shower core hits under the central
arrow.
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Figure 2: Distributions of temporal
residuals calculated for 1 TeV verti-
cal !-induced showers after a di!erent
number of plane fit iterations.

is the smallest near the core and increases with the increasing distance from

the shower axis position 1). Hence, even in the case of vertical incidence the

particles arrivals are not simultaneous.

In addition to the curvature, the combined e!ects of the finite size and

time resolution of the detector make the shower apparently non-planar: since

the shower plane has a thickness and the arrival time of the first particle is

measured by the TDCs, the larger the number of particles, the earlier the

measurement (on average).

The usual method for the reconstruction of the shower direction is a "2

fit to the recorded arrival times ti by minimization of

"2 =
!

i

w(f ! ti)
2 (1)

where the sum includes all pads with a time signal. Usually the function f

describes a plane, a cone with a fixed cone slope, or a plane with curvature

corrections depending on r and N . The weights w are generally chosen to be

an empirical function of the number N of particles registered in a detector.

An improvement to this scheme can be achieved by excluding from the

analysis the time values belonging to the non-gaussian tails of the arrival time

M. Iacovacci et al.

Non-weighted fit : 

Iterations of a planar fit, removing tails in the residual distribution

New iterations with conical corrections

1

On the angular reconstruction 

Shower front / Shower front thickness

! Shower front = Bulk of particles grouped in a thick nearly spherical pancake

! The thickness of this spherical cap depends on the distance to shower axis

Non-weighted fit (ARGO)

distributions with successive !2 minimizations for each shower 2).

In this paper we will investigate the performance of the !2 fit reconstruct-

ing the primary direction of the showers sampled by the ARGO-YBJ carpet by

means of the following iterative procedure:

a) Planar fit

In the first step we recover the shower direction cosines {lp, mp} by means

of an unweighted planar fit performed minimizing the function

!2(ns2) =
1

c2

!

i

{lxi + myi + nzi + c(ti ! t0)}2 (2)

The sum includes all pads with a time signal ti, c is the velocity of light,

(xi, yi, zi) are the coordinates of the central position of the i-th pad. The

parameters of the fit are the time o!set t0 and the direction cosines l, m.

After each minimization the time signals which deviate more than K · "
from the fitting function are excluded from further analysis and the fit

is iterated until all times do not verify this condition or the remaining

hits number is " 5 (in this case the event is discarded). Here " is the

standard deviation of the time distribution around the fitted plane (i.e.,

" =
"

!2

N!3
). In principle, the value of K could depend on the features of

the reconstructed showers as well as on the experimental condition (pad

dimension, shaping of the signals, multihit capability, etc.).

b) Conical correction

With this first determination of the arrival direction {lp, mp} we calculate

the conical correction

#ti =
$

c
· Ri (3)

where

Ri =
"

("x2
i + "y2

i ) ! ("xilp + "yimp)2 (4)

and "xi = xi ! xc, "yi = yi ! yc are the pad distances from the shower

core position {xc, yc}. Then we correct the experimental time values ti

ti # t"i = ti ! #ti(lp, mp) (5)

In this approach the slope parameter $ is not a fit parameter but it is

fixed to a value that improves the angular resolution.

! Iterations of a planar fit to remove by hands non-Gaussian tails in the residuals

! New iterations with conical corrections
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Survey of the Gamma Sky > 100 GeV
A few hundred extra-galactic sources are expected 

WCDA : 4 ponds of water Cerenkov detectors  covering 90000 m2 

Sensitivity expected :
 2% of the Crab luminosity 
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Survey of the Gamma Sky > 10 TeV

Expected performances:

 - 0.4° angular resolution

 - Energy resolution< 20%

 - Sensitivity of 1% of Icrab

KM2A  : shower array of muon and electron detectors  (MD and ED)
covering 40000 m2
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Cosmic Ray Measurements
HYBRID detection with KM2A and WFCTA

Array of 24 WFV Cerenkov-telescopes 

Combining Nmu+Xmax on an event by event 
basis is crucial to distinguish between 

light/heavy CRs

Possible outcomes :

- Individual energy spectra
- Anisotropy studies as a function of the 

primary species
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Observatory Construction

It is planned for a construction of 5-6 years
                   yrs  
 Detector R/D：                 1.5 

 FEE R/D:                           2   
 FEE Production:              1.5
 DAQ & installation:         0.5
 Detector deployment:     4   
  1% array test run:           1    

The total budget is about US$140M
(financed by China) 

6 yrsnow
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International Collaboration

Current and potential Collaborators

IPNO / Omega  ASIC
electronics for LHAASO

？

TUNKA on top of LHAASO-KM2A
for high energy extension (>1016eV)ARGO upgrading

for low energy extension
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The  L H A A S O  P r o j e c t

 A ground based large and complex γ and CR 
observatory at high altitude
 Complementary to CTA for γ-ray astronomy
 Investigate detailed energy spectra for Galactic 

sources above 30 TeV
 Survey the whole sky for γ sources above 100 GeV 
 CR measurements at the «knees» 
 Engineering prototypes running at ARGO site
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